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NUMBER 31

Commencement
Final Awards Are Made
The
N
Club
Pro*ramr
W^^'
™
By Athletic Association
Planned For Next Year

Saturday, June Eight
9:30 a.m.—Annual Meeting Alumnae
SENIORS WIN CUP FOR HIGHEST j\
TOT
I
J T» •
Association, Alumnae Hall
NUMBER OF ATHLETIC POINTS **V. V a Viand ISringS
LITERARY CLUB TO BE FORMED
7:30 p.m.—Alumnae Banquet, DinDURING 1928-'29
BY ENGLISH FACULTY AND
ing Hall, Harrison Hall (Admission
FIFTEEN STUDENTS
by
special
invitation)
On Wednesday morning, May 29th
Sunday, June Ninth
at the chapel hour, the final awards
"Scribblers," a group composed
11:00
a.m.—Commencement
Service
of fifteen students and members of the
for the session of 1928-'29 physical
Sermon, by Rev. J. J. Murray, D.D.,
education activities were made by the The chapel program on Monday,
On Friday, May 24, Professor English faculty, has just completed
May
27,
consisted
of
a
talk
by
ProPastor,
Presbyterian Church, LexAthletic Association. Helen LineweaGeorge W. Chappelear gave an inter- its preliminary organization under the
ington, Va., Walter Reed Hall (Adver, retiring president of the organi- fessor John W. Walyand.
esting talk on certain glands during sponsorship of the English departmission by tickets)
Dr. Wayland spoke of the death
ment, according to an announcement
zation, was in charge.
the chapel hour.
of
Mr. Logan.
The program was opened with a of Miss Evalina M. Harrington, the 6:30 p.m.—Vesper Service of the Y.
Mr. Chappelear stated that so many
W.C.A. Open-air Auditorium
Request
for recognition as one of
statement by the retiring president first teacher of kindergarten educapeople knew nothing about certain
that this season had been extremely tion in this college. Miss Harington 7:30 p.m.—Alumnae Buffet Dinner let except through the blood. These the official organizations of the cam(Through the courtesy of the Harsuccessful one. She expressed her de- died in El Paso, Texas, on January
glands are those which have no out- pus has been made to the faculty by
risonburg
Alumnae Chapter)
sire to thank the student body for its 10, 1929. She was at the time of her
are the parathyroid pituary, adrenal, Frances Snyder, Chief Scribe, and
Monday, June Tenth
sole officer of The Scribblers.
co-operation, the teams for a wonder- death the vice-president of the Interand thyroid glands.
10:00 a.m.—Tennis and Swimming
ful interest and enthusiasm during national Kindergarten Union.
The development of a child depends The purpose of The Scribblers, acEvents
the entire training periods and conDr. Wayland next told the story
more than people realize upon the cording to its constitution, shall be to
3:00
to
5:00
p.m.—Faculty
Reception
tests.
of the first Daughter of H. T. C.
secretions of thse unknown glands. foster literary interest and attain-'
to
Alumnae
and
Guests,
Alumnae
Anne Proctor, retiring captain of Although always met by difficulties
In older days, many children suffered ment and to encourage creative writHall
the swimming team, was then intro- this faithful girl always evercame all
from a lack of thyroid secretion. ing. Meetings are to be held monthly,
Tuesday, June Eleventh
duced. She gave a resume of vthe sea- obstacles. At present she is fighting
These unfortunates were dull, poor when original contributions by the
son's work, with a detailed account of ill health. She remains enthusiastic, 3:30 p.m.—Class Day Exercises, learners, in fact, were placed in the active members will be read and disOpen-air Auditorium (Walter Reed role of "dunce" in the classroom. cussed. "
i
the trip for the meet with the George rowever, under discouraging condiHall if raining)
Washington University^ Anne Una of tions. Hearing that her school was
Three
requirements
t for memberThrashings were administered often
the splendid team-work of the squad, celebrating its twentieth birthday, 8:30 p.m.—Play by Graduating Clas- in order to try to instil "sense" into ship, as outlined in the constitution,
ses, Open-air Auditorium (Walter their heads. The basic cause of the are that a student must: First, be reand paid tribute to them, ending her Miss Beatrice Marable, sent as an anReed Hall, if raining) (Admission trouble was the thyroid and pther commended to the Chief Scribe by
talk with an expression fo aprecia- niversary gift a pair of beautiful
charge)
one of the English faculty; Second,
i tion for Miss Rath's wonderful coach- bronze book ends. These are moulded
glands.
Wednesday, June Twelth
ing.
in the form of Rodin's "The Thinker."
s
One of the important functions of submit (a) a familiar essay, (b) a
Announcement Was made of the in-' Miss Elizabeth Cleveland supple- 3:30 p.m.—Final Exercises, Auditor- the body is to send reflexes react, and review of some current book, and (c)
ium, Walter Reed Hall, Address by to have impulses. The circulatory a poem or short story to be presented
ter-class swimming meets. The Sen- mented Dr. Wayland's talk by readDr. George Drayton Strayer, Ph. D., system is the messenger. The tendency to and judged by the active members
iors won first place, The Freshmen ing a part of Miss Marable's letter,
Professor of Education, Teachers of a dog to react with antogism to- of the organization; Third, have eviclass sencond, Sophomores third, and and one of her poems, a prayer, enColelge,
Columbia University, New ward an enemy dog is sent by the denced in her attitude toward and apJuniors fourth. The Juniors were titled "Virginia Hills."
York
City.
awarded the prize for the best stunt
blood from the adrenal gland supply. preciation of literary achievement a
in the contest.
From this secretion the dog gets ei- genuine interest in the furtherance
of creative writing.
Anne introduced to the student body
ther a "fight or flight" impulse.
1928-'29*
ANNUAL
IS
The plan of basing membership
Irene Garrison, popularly known as
The characteristics of thyroid inprimarily
on achievement parallels in
WORTHY
PUBLICATION
"Sis," who is the captain of the varsufficiency are imbecility, starey eyes,
large
measure
that of the Aeolian
sity swimming team for next year.
abnormal and fatness, dullness. To
On Thursday morning, May 30, an- remedy these conditions one should Club, in which the ability to meet satMiss Rath, the coach of the swimnouncement was made on the bulletin give a person so'afflicted an extract isfactorily the club's standards of
ming team, made a short impressive
talk in which she spoke of the splendid' On Monday, May 28, at the chapel board that the SCHOOLMA'AM'S from a thyroid gland early in the achievement are a prerequisite to
showing made by the H. T. C. varsity Ihour' a most interesting account of had arrived.
stage of defect. In the future, there membership.
I-L U1114UC icaiuit ui cue kjdiuuivi a
in the swimming meet withvGTwV!'a «ift to H.T.C. and its giver was
At once frantic searching for will be few types of this nature, as
Miss Rath said that this year being told bv Dr- Wayland and Miss Cleve- "nicely-tucked-away" anual slips" the thyroid extract is being used more constitution is its provision for the
accumulation of a fund. Each agrees
was begun, and the muchly-looked' and more.
the first in the organization of a var- JandThe ift was a love
sity swimming team here, the .organiB
'y ** of b<*>k- forward-to annuals for the session of! The thyroid controls the mechanism that ten per cent of any money rezation has done splendid work. She ends< beautiful minature copies of 1928-'29 were a reality.
I of the mind. Mr. Chappelear gave an ceived from the sale of manuscripts
(ixpressed her pleasure in working Rodin's "Le Peuseur." The giver was The staff of this year's annual de- example of this by telling of tadpoles which have been read and critized at
with them,-closing in wishing them "Bluestone Hill's first daughter." cidely deserves c9ngratulations. They which when deprived of the thyroid a club, meeting shall be turned into
the greatest success for next year's mss. Beatrice Marable, who entered have issued an annual that is attrac- glands never develop further. This the coffers of the organization.
I this institution in 1909.
Meetings held during the present
work.
tive, well-planned, and representative proves that physical and mental facMiss
Certificates for the leters won by
Marable wrote to Miss Cleve- of the best interests of the student ilities are more closely connected quarter have been for the purpose of
organization only; this will enable
the members of the team were award- land a splendid letter, telling of her body. Not only is it filled with clever- than most people believe.
ed to Ane Proctor, "Sis" Garrison, K. life- The contents of her letter are ly-related phases of the school year,
The piruary gland is located at the the Scribblers to begin work promptly
N. C. Haris, Julia Duke, and Kather- printed below.
but is particularly appropriate for the base of brain in the anterior lobe. in the fall quarter.
St. John the Baptist Mission twentieth year of its being published. If this lobe is undeveloped a child
The fifteen students invited by the
ine Wherrett.
Ivy Depot, Virginia
The other half of the program was
will be undeveloped, he effect of the English faculty to participate in the
May 11, 1929
given to a resume and awards in tenposterior lobe is not fully known. If organization as chapter members are:
The letter telling of the celebration
nis team work for the year.
the anterior lobe happens to be over Clara Berry, Mary Crane, Lillian
Frances Rand, retiring captain of of the twentieth birthday of our schodeveloped and will suffer with terrible Derry, Catherine Guthrie, K. N. C.
the varsity tennis team, told of the ol this spring brought to my mind
developed the child will be abnormally Harris, Frances Hughes, Elizabeth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Duke
are
in
Dallas,
many
things
associated
with
the
hissplendjd cooperation,' and hearb-felt
headaches. This is caused by an ex- Kaminsky, Elizabeth Knight, Phyllis
Texas,
attending
a
National
Rotary
tory
of
the
first
two
years—things
interest shown by the members of the
cessive secretion of the pituary gland. Palmer, Margaret Alice Powell, KaConvention.
They
expect
to
be
gone
of
exquisite
joy,
things
of
poignant
team. She expressed to Miss Marbut,
Professor Chappelear next talked tharine Preston, Belle Virginia Saunabout
two
weeks,
returning
in
time
sorrow;
things
inexpressible
except
the tennis coach, sincere thanks for
about the large amount of mis-infor- ders, Frances Snyder, Mina Thomas
for
all
the
commencement
exercises.
in
music,
unutterable
except
in
tone,
all of her help and inspiration, statmation given about people of exten- and Anne Trott.
day
of
our
school—that
glorious
auting that her guidance was invaluable
sive ability. People say that there is
From the Tennis team, she presented How well one remembers that first
something odd about them and that TOWN STUDENTS GIVE
Miss Marbut with a gift as a token of umn day, when all the air was athey sleep for four hours and work
MUSIC PROGRAM
tingle with life and energy. In the
apreciation.
for twenty. This is absurd, because
Announcement was made that Lena center of the stage was that genial,
they must have and d have normal
On May 27, the town students in apBones is the newly elected captain modest young educator, Julian Ashby
amount of sleep. If they loose sleep plied music gave a most enjoyable
The student body and faculty ex- for a certain length of time, they recital in the music room. The proof the tennis team for the session of Burruss, who, with the naturalness,
the simplicity, and the poise of true tend greatest sympathy to Dr. Pick- make it up when the chance is ob- gram was as follows:
1929-30.
"
Miss Marbut made a short talk, tel- greatness, opened the first _ chaper ett at the loss of his father.
Garden of Roses"
Ritter
tainable.
ling the student body of the thorough service on Blue-Stone Hill, which was Dr. Picket has returned from his
Wilson
People of superior mentality have Carmena ,
and splendid work done by the tennis one of the events in life which will home in Madison, North Carolina, to regular schedules. They may put all
High School Glee Club
team, particularly pointing out the forever remain impressed on the mem- resume his work.
of self in work for a certain length Under the direction of Miss Smith
skill, determination, and clean play- ories of those present. All who were
Gurlitt
of time but they obtain rest and re- Doris Waltz
ing done in the matches against G. W. there felt strangely happy and pro- EXPRESSION OF SYMHelen Wine
creation also.
She then awarded the letters to th« foundly grateful, and the whole
Mr. Chappelear mentioned a few In the Hammack
Keys
PATHY FOR PAULINE things concerning great men. They Helen Wine and Miss Michaels
tennis varsity members. Frances Rand world seemed to breathe and glow
"Libber" Miller, Lena Bones, and around us with an invisible presence.
AYRES wtere: g|reat men usually look the Swing Song ... Adapted from Breslaa
To be the first in any noble underEvelyn Bowers were the receivers.
part, size varies in men of greatness,
Warren Williamson
Helen Lineweaver, then, from the taking is an experience never to be
The student-body and faculty wish they have energy and lastly a good In the Sunshine
Keys
:;.
Athletic Council, presesnted Miss forgotten.
to extend Pauline Ayers greatest sym- physique helps their greatness,
Come and Play with Me
Keys
Among the members of that first pathy at the loss of her mother.
Rath with a gift in appreciation of
Great people are not odd, Mr. Chap- Warren Williamson and Miss Michael
her help and interest, and in expres- student-body was a young girl, who,
Pauline's adress is Rockbridge pelear insisted but are normal peo- spring is Here
Presser
(Continued to Page 3, Column 3)
Ann Dechert
(Continued to Page 5, Column 8.) Baths, Virginia.
ple with normal minds. The world is
(Continued to Page 6, Column 5)
(Continued to Page 5, Column 1)

History of Two Former H.T.C. Students

Bluestone Hill's
First Daughter"
i Sends Present

MR. AND MRS. DUKE AT
ROTARY CONVENTION

STUDENT BODY AND
FACULTY EXTEND
SYMPATHY

Mr. Chappelear
Gives Sidelights on
Points in Psychology
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THE POET'S CORNER
Alice Horsley—Editor

AS i SEE

CAMPUS J]

Ray Horsley—Editor

CRY
TOM Nfflti
AN INTERVIEW WITH OUR BOOK
"ve been reading 'bout you in my
REVIEWER
diary to-night
Another graduation approachPlace:
On
campus
I've been living two years in the past
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
Time;
An
afternoon
ing.
Wonder
when
it's
gonna
me
Two years—and I dreamed then such
TEN CENTS A COPY
Persons: K. N. C. Harris; Interinnocent dreams—
my turn?
viewer from the Breeze.
And I find only darkness in walking
Interviewer (dashing madly up,
at last!
EDITORIAL BOARD
note
book in hand, pencil poised for
"What's the greatest water power
Cast down like the brown leavesflight)
Miss Harris, I believe?
EDITOR-IN-CHEIF
PHYLLIS P. PALMER '30
God in thy might
known to man?"
K.
N.
C. (slightly astonished, but
Strengthen and help me. Let stars in
"Woman's tears."
Assistant Editor
Edna Phelps '29
with her usual aplomb). Yes, and who
Assistant Editor
Katharine Preston '29
the night
"Why does a woman put her hands are you?
Steadfast and shining, illimine my
Society Editor
Emma Ellmore '30
Interviewer: I'm from the "Breeze."
to her chin when she is deep in
Campus Editor
Audrey Hyatt '29
sight.
I
want
to get an interview with you
. N. T.
Column Editor
Rebecca Holmes '30
thought?"
—about
your success as a book re"To keep from interrupting herDepartment Editor
Ruth King '29
viewer.
Exchange Editor
Dorothy Frey '31
DID J'A EVER?
self with conversation."
K. N. C. (Interrupting). I'd be awFeature Editor
Alice Horsley '32
Did j'a ever
fully glad. I'm in a hurry, but I'd love
Organization Editor
Julia Reynolds '29
Jean Ely: "What is, steam?"
Walk on campus
to talk. Uh, what is it you want to
Litreary Editor
K.N.C. Harris '29
On a warm
Julia R. "Steam is water gone
know?
And deljghtful
crazy with the heat."
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Interviewer: Well, can you tell me
Sprjngnight
how you first became connected with
A Scotchman awoke one morning
Uncler a full moon
BUSINESS MANAGER
.". FRANCES SNYDER '31
oook reviewing as a profession?
to find his wife- had passed away
And you hear the
Circulation Manager
* Anna Lyons Sullivan '32
K. N. C: Yes, You see, since I was
during the night. He leaped from his
Birds softly singing
Advertising Manager
Irma Phillips '32
very
young—if there was ever such a
bed and ran horror-stricken into the
And smell the
time! I have been reading and, in my,
hall. "Mary," he called to the servant
Heavy oor of honey suckle
TYPISTS
in the kitchen, "come to the foot of own way, judging what I've read.
And watch the fireflies
Patty Fitzhugh '32
Maude Forbes '30
When I was in high school, I had to
the stairs quick."
Flit thru the trees
Margaret Bottom '31
Frances Steger '31
"Yes, yes," she cried, "What is it?" wriie several book reviews, My inAnd hear the
Helen Bemia 32 —
.
.
Estelle Crockin '30
"Boil only one egg for breakfast structor liked them. I became Very enGay voices of many
couraged. Indeed, I think I" owe all
this morning," he said.
School girls as they
my interest and success to that inPursue feverently
A magazine writer tells us that a structor. Later, I was asked to write
Their beloved studies
dog fills an empty space in a man's one for our school magazine. When I
And you wished
PLAYING THE GAME
life. This is especially true of the hot came here, my reputation proceeded
Wistfully for a
me. Our worthy editor asked me to be
Life is a game. It is one long game from the minute we enter the world
dog.
Nice long "ride
on the staff—as official book^reviewer.
until we leave it.
In a nice ole
And if I do say it—I've had very few
Man at door of sorority house:
Automobile with
The tiny child knows nothing whatever about life. He has to learn
of my contributions to the art blue"Is May in?"
The nicest man
everything about it. At first he learns only the essential things. GradualBeautiful but dumb pledge, "May penciled.
In the wared world
ly he learns the fine points of living—how to get.the most enjoyment out of j
Interviewer (As Miss Harris stops
And other things
who?"
life. So it is with any beginner in learning to play the game. He has to
for
breath)—Yes, Yes—another ques"Why, May O'Naise e'f course,"
And so on
learn, first, the fundamental rules of the game—rules that can never be viotion—how
do you find time to read all
Beautiful but dumb:
And so forth
lated. Skillful playing comes only after the principle of the game has been
these
books?
"Sorry, but Mary O'Naise is dresAnd suddenly
mastered.—
K. N. C: Oh! yes, I know I haven't
sing."
You
were
startled
The most enjoyment is derived from life if we live each day fully, if we
much time but I read quickly. I'm
Out of your reverie
put our best efforts into every task set before us, if we live for the pure joy
"Izzy Duval: "I believe my head- sure no one can realize the value of
And sweet dreaming
of living. The most enjoyment is derived from a game if we call into use
those precious ten minutes between
ache is better."
To feel the sting
all of our knowledge about the game, if we perform each play as perefctly
Margaret Moore: "I'm so glad, for classes. I usually choose that time to
Of some summer insect
as is humanly possibly, if we play for the pure love of playing.
I didn't want your week-end spoiled." lead. And then, again, when I'm waitAnd then, with a jump
v
Do you enjoy betteh the game which is won, regardless of how it is won,
ing for dinner and right after lunch,
You swing readly
or the game which is lost, fighting hard ta the very end, but scrupulously ob1 read. When I'm not eating or talkWith your fist
everything about the rules—One who is afways ready to help us overcome our
MUST
NOT
CRIPPLE
ing. I'm usually reading. After I've
At the offending
we admire and pay tribute to the man who knows how to live, who knows
a book, It's a simple matter to
Beastly brute
how to take defeat, who knows how. to make his defeat merely a Uepping
THE RAILROADS read
snatch
a few minutes in class to write
Only to hear his
stone for rising higher—not the man who thriumphs, in a certain sense of the
the
review.
Buzzing Serenade
word, regardless the spirit and the rules of the game.
Samuel Rea, retiring president of
Interviewer: How do you manage
Three feet away.
We admire the sport in every phase of life. It is he who is remembered
the Pennsylvania Railroad, in an adto acquire the books?
And then you
long after the score of the game, and the minor details are forgot. Be a sport,
dress before the Engineers Club of
K. N. C:—I'm sure I'm regarded as
Walked away
girls! This game is so short, but we can make it worthwhile if we will only
Philadelphia some time ago, states
quite
a parasite on campus. As soon
Disgusted like
let our true selves come to the surface.
that it is his opinion in fifty years
as
I
see
a student or a faculty memRealizing that, after all,
the railroads will still be performing
And, then, there is always a coach to teach us how to play. How forber
carrying
a new book around, I
There were only
the bulk of our transportation sertunate we are to have The Coach to teach us the rules of life—One who knows
borrow
it.
Everyone's
quite lovely
7 more days
vice. He shows that water transport,
everything about the rules—One who is alway srady to help us overcome our
about
it.
And
then
I
have
friends in
Till Home.
on inland canals, is expensive and
weak points—One who is sympathetic—One who has a personal interest in
Washington
who
send
me
boks.o
In—Frank
impractical, and that the future of
every player.
deed, I hardly know how I'd get along
motor vehicles will be in distance, or
—The Rotunda
without them. Its very hard, you
THE VALUE OF TEAROOMS
in cooperation with the railroads.
know, to get a great variety of books
Cannot Supplant Long-Haul Service
Sposin' that
u
on campus.
CRAMMING"
Columns were colums,
It is logical to believe that the poInterviewer—Yes, Yes, very interAnd
sition of_tbe .railroads >n 1979 willono|; esting, I'm sure. Is there anything
The process by which college students can fall asleep in class, never open
be greatly different from what it is
Words were words,
el&3 you'd like to say?
a book until the night before the exam and still pass th university's pet course
now, and has been. Economical, fast
And
K. N. C.:—Well, let me see! I be1
is known, in campus parlance, as "cramming."
They just wouldn't meet
service is a necessity—and no other lieve not. Really, I've enjoyed talking
Believe it or not, you who have not yet been through the intricacies af
For some queer reason—
carrier gives evidence that it can, wiht you. You don't happen to have
college examination period, onde actually may amass all the knowledger that
And you had spring fever
particularly in long hauls, and the seen Betty, have you? She was supthere is in a course in one night, starting at 6 o'clock the night before and
And—oh, a thousand Ands!
carrying of freight, supersede rail posed to meet me hours ago. Oh! there
winding up about 8 o'clock the morning of the course final.
So you put, a .
transportation.
she is now. You must come to see us
Usually, a cup or two of coffee will turn the trick. This keeps the most
'. (period), and a
Give Railroads Chance to Progress someday when you're not too busy.
shiftless one awake over his matthematics problem or case in law. (It
, (comma), and a
This being the case, it would seem
Interviewer—Thank you. (Out of
doesn't matter which school you're in, "cramming" holds in all cases). Then,
'; (semi-colon), and a
only ordinarily farsighted that we ear shot) Whew! that's over! Now
the same coffee will prevent drowsiness while taking the examination.
: (colon), and a
give the railroads every chance''* to for the next victim.
"Cramming" produces very satisfactory results, the college students finds.
— (dash), oh plenty of those progress and perfect their service.
In the first place, it is convenient. One can take a night off from the usual
and
They have in the past shown themAN UP-TO-DATE FABLE
chow-chow of a movie and date without affecting things in general. Then,
! (exclamation, many more, selves eminently fitted to do this
Once upon a time, there were two
again, it has no after effects. One can learn all he wants to know in one
and then a
against great difficulties. But today, professors St a certain college. When
night, go to class, write it all in a bluebook and forget it. There is no need
? (oh—millions upon million*!) we through our law and tax makers exam time came, and the exam scheof remembering dry facts all year and then putting them down in the blue
—and you simply decided that are presenting them with more ser- dule posted, these two had failed to
book. And one can so easily forget all the humdrum with ease after "cramthe whole thing was rather
ious obstacles than ever before. The post the time, for one class's exam.
ming."
QUESTIONABLE,
United States will not prosper on One class, being optimistic, danced in
And you decide some more that arbitrary and inelastic valuation glee, declaring that there would be no
Furthermore, "cramming" has wrought a great change for the better in
You'd rather go to the
college examinations. Formerly, "cribbing" was in style. In those times,
proceedings, nor on a taxation sys- exam. Alas and alack they counted
Tearoom, anyhow!
one simply went to class the of the examination and*the fellow next to him
tem that makes a great industry pay their chickens to oquickly. The last
(Which wasn't such a bad idea, more to the tax collector than to its time the class met before exams—
helped write both papers. How, with honor systems and a few other fads,
was it?)
stockholders.
bomething new had to take the, place of "cribbing." So "cramming" has
their hopes fell. The instructor antaken its place in the life of the'student.
nounced the exam.
There are those who "cram" once a month, before each quiz, but these can not sustain all the knowledge in a night's survey. But think of the ad • The other class, being a class of
do not hold the respect of their brothers. The man who can pace the cam- vantage one hsa when he reads the page in a sort of coma. He doesn't pessimists, spoke dolefully to eachc
pus, pipe or cigarette in" mouth, and open a book twice a year, once before know what it's all about and all the^ime he is reading, page after page. The other, saying—"Don't worry, we'll
pain injected by thinking is thus prevented while the entire course is reeach examination period is the one to be admired.
have the exam." But no word from
Some professors do not approve the new system. They claim a periton viewed.
—Tulane Hullabaloo (Continued to Page 9, Column 1.)
Member of Columbia Sehalaetie Preu Aesociatien.
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EVOLUTION IN A FRESHMAN'S OPINION
FIRST AND CHANGED IMPRESSIONS F H. T. C.
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WHAT OUR SENIORS
MEAN TO H. T. C.

AUNT ABIGAIL'S
HAPPY WISDOM

NO, I will not get off of this train.
GLADYS HAWKINS
Dear Aunt Abigail:
I never want to see the place you call
Brown,
brown
hair,
and
brown,
We are fairly filling up your column^
H.T.C. I do not care if it does mean
brown
eyes!
Lovely
complexion
and
but
since we are soon to be ex-ctun^O
every thing to you. IT means absolutrosy
cheeks!
Sounds
jus'
like
a
story
pusites
of H..TC. we are bringing you
ly nothing to me. Why did I ever allow
book,
but
then
maybe
you
are!
Any
all
our
last minute problems
you to persuade me to come here? I
how-there's
a
rumor
that
story-books
The
first
important quiry isam—oh I am homesick. If only I was
dea with romance and so you meet "What in the world are we going^
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
not a Freshman?
SOPHS GIVE SENIORS
Well, here I am-^-behoIding your hat requirement, don't you? Now- do with a loving cup?„ WJ £**
Alma
Mater. NO, it is not mine fe s up! We suspect that there's not one do with a loving cup? We are
Louise Mills had as her guest FinDELIGHTFUL
PICNIC
either;
It is NOT. I do not care if »far in the d.stance a Prince Charm- proud of it, the nice shining surface
ley Waddell.
there
are
some awfully nice girls here
V«n wa ju
fk
u,
Jremmds us of the little food pushers
Virginia Nuckol's guest was H. G.
W%at
a
day!
What
a
night!
BaseYou
have
done
thoroughly
good.our
Mothers used to use. Some sug—all
I
want
this
moment
is
MY
Tardy.
*™*
Au
ball game, cheering, crackling fire, HOME. How will I ever exist. I am work up here, Gladys. You have dan.:gotten. p,
Doris Kelley entertained Wesley picnic "eats," and singing, all mixed
good
class
work,
and
you
have
been
r
new
plaything,
of 0U
going to write Mother tonight and
Shifflette.
° .
U
together formed the picnic given to tell her I am coming home on the next particularly strong in the organiza- m
The
tions to which you belong. In fact^
.*cond question is "How are
Dick Dickens came to see Vivian the Seniors by the Sophomores.
train. I SHALL. YOU HAVE ABto llVe throUgh C
McDonald.
™™nceAfter a jogging hike over a wind- SOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO you're jus' the sort of person who al- ? *T*
ways be doing good, thoroughly splen- ££" J^""™6™ntJ-It ™«d*
Kathleen Temple's guest was Bour- ing path the two hundred girls WITH ME.
C d to us What
,
"
~
«*> ™ 8°>ng
bon Rowe.
reached the Frog Pond. The first atI will have t ogrant you that you did work with your sense of fairness to do
with
our caps and gowns? OH,
and
strength
of
character!
Marvin Saunders came to see Clar- traction was a baseball game staged have a very lovely Campus. I think
, Auntie—there are a million questions
between the Sleniors and Soph base- we—pardon me—I do not mean we I
inda Mason.
' we want to ask.
VIRGINIA NUCKOLS
Pauline Johnson had as her guest ball nines. After a thrilling and en- mean, you have a very lovely dormiQuizzically
You're simply fine, Virginia. We do
tangling game, of which the score was tory, also. So this is Ashby is this my
James Jennings.
Your Old Friends
11 to 10 in favor of the Sophs, the home for three months. No, it is not like you. You would be leaving too!
The Seniors
Frances Rubush entertained Leigh
line was formed for the supper. Mr. until June because I am not coming (Of course, I realize, as I write this Dear Seniors:
Riley.
and Mrs. Mclllwraith led the way back. Oh, who is that darling girl? that / am writing about people who
I feel so proud to get a letter from
Billy Ballard came, to see Dot to the potato salad which was the be- Our next door neighbor? Good. I like are Seniors and are leaving—but all
y U K flatterS an old woman to have
Townsend.
■*
° K
ginning and then—!
her looks. Oh, who is that girl? The* of you mean so much that it just does- such
wise personages as the Seniors
n't
seem
right!)
Elizabeth Martin entertained Larry
girl
who
lives
down
the
Hall.
I
might
Cheers and songs were exchanged,
ask
her
for advice.
Borden.
You're rather quiet, Virginia, with
and groups by groups the "merry pic- be able to stand it.
r
Oh, what funny beds. I have never mat
that little?
Agnes Weaver's friend was Donald nickers strolled back to the lights of
uttier twinkle m your eye—a', Now
, ...aboutT that
., loving
" , cup—It's
--- -a
;
X
Whitbeck.
'.? ^t- u^"
Blue Stone Hill having spent a very seen any like that before. Let me get twinkle that changes to a quizzical n^H^K
l had
^hing pretty in this house
on it, may I? Please? Grand. I like it. gleam once in a while, then again'
Charles Davis came to see Lucy enjoyable time at the Frog Pond.
May I sleep here? I can't wait to changing to a bubbling over of laugh-1 ""J8 "!*?. fate Jmanded my one
Marston.
ter. Your eyes are lovely! We think'and ^ heirloom It was a nice china
write Mother about our beds.
Carl Penn came to see Elizabeth
Sp,t n aH decorated
°°
"P-well-that's
LEAGUE FOR INDUSI am so sleepy, roomates, Good nite. you're just like your eyes, too!
Bishop.
Bn ther St ry
The next morning!!!
But-there's one thing about you,
°
° - ' '
Margaret Goodman had as her
TRAL DEMOCRACY
Where am I? I want to go home. that we particulary notice—and that loving cups. You see they never had
guest Paul Halderman.
You asked me what one does with
Get up you sleepy heads. I am hungry. is: you have a weakness for a word
HELD THIS JUNE Where do we eat? What is that bell that is with the work "Late.'Miaven't loving cups in my day and time. PerMiley Dingledine came to see Edna
Brown. .
for?.Breakfast? Lets hurry then. My, you? It's a five letter word, and hon- haps the cups were under another
Charter Chew was the guest of
College students interested in fun- I have never seen so many girls. Oh estly—I'm not a cross word puzzle name. Perhaps they were called "Amourous cups" or "Courtship Cups."
Gladden Hook.
damental social questions are show- there is Margaret. I did not know she fan—but I've guessed?
I'll tell you—you might fill it full
Elizabeth Brinkley entertained Wil- ing a keen interest in the June Con- was coming here. HI, Grace, Gee, I am
of
perfume (that nice "Jade") and
ANNE PROCTOR
ference of the League for Industral glad to see you. Y-E-S I guess I like
liam Downey.
set
it out on campus. Then when the
"Annie P"—tell us why you want
Mary Davis's friend was Harry Democracy to be held at Camp Tami- it all right. Come to see me.
breeze
blows over carrying it would
Hy, what a huge dinning room. Oh, to go away, an' leave us! It's not
ment, Stroudsburg, Pa., from ThursHiskett.
waft
a
heavenly odor to every tired
day, June 27 to Sunday, June 30 and boy, that food smells good. I am so treatin' us right, honestly!
Raymond Harrison was the guest
and
worn
'studier for examinations."
very
hungry!
to be devoted to "A PROGRAM FOR
To tell the truth, we've just become You might fill it full of flowers and
of Anne Ragan.
And so the days passed!!! Christ- so used to Raving you here with us,
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT."
Isabelle Duval had as her guest
put it on the library to inspire the
mas was almost here!!!
*
we just expect you to be around—to perspiring aspirants working there.
The Friday afternoon session of the
Rau PpT^ett,
i ©s, I have deciued to come back. swim, to make announcements, to be
Conference will be devoted to student
Elizabeth King's guest was Frank
What
a silly little goose I was to doing something for the Lees or Kap- You might have it melted and made
problems, while, an Saturday afterinto tiny silver bracelets, one for
Pannill.
noon a student research group from judge MY ALMA MATER before I aa Delta Pi, or to be smiling at us— each member of the class.
'Wm. Holtzman came to see Mar- Columbia and Hunter Colleges will had become acquainted with it. I love you are simply essential to us!
But Seniors no matter what you
garet Shackleford.
Harrisonburg has meant to you that do with it remember—It is a LOVgive th.eir findings on the "Invisible it. Every phase of it is dear to me. I
am so glad I am still just a Fresh- a school ought, we think. And that's'I^Q CUP.
Bill Lineweaver was the guest of Government in New York."
man. There is not another life like, a one of the highest compliments we
Florence Mitchell.
And everyone loves you Seniors!
The Conference speakers includ Freshman life. Here is to the good ole
could be paying you! You have pep
Your '
'Jurat Chase, author of "Your Mon- class of '32. Such cooperation!! H.
and spirit and vitality and ability and
WEEK END TRIPS
Auntie
ey's Worth," Louis H. Pink, of New T.C. with all its joys and sorrows
character and sense—senses-sense—
P.S.Please
don't
talk
about
comYour State Housing Commission, Nor- has meant more Teal pleasure, hapand, of course, you've got "Annie P's" mencement—and if I catch a one of
Eve Bargelt went to her home in mBn ThomaSi j^ BrownloWi for.
piness, and understanding than any personality—which
really
means you crying—I'll cry too.
Woodstock.
mer Commissioner of the District of one thing I know.
something!
Mollie Clark, Winona Walker and Columbia, Joseph McGoldrick, of the
Lo Auntie:
Ethel Milam visited Margaretta Cof- Department of Government, Colum- "Fair on yon mountains;
How you? Say you sufferin' with
MARGARET GOODMAN
Gleams the light of morning skies
fman in Dayton.
the gout? too bad.
bia, James H. Maurer, Counucillor of
\
\*
i We're awfully, awfully glad you
I want your advice. I'm in a bad
Peurl Scott went t oher home in Reading, Carl D. Thompson, Secre- Firm on yon hill crest
Blue
Stone
towers
rise.
came
back this year Marguerite. It situation. You know I like to talkPort Republic.
tary of the Public Ownership League,
has meant a lot to know you.
lots-Now right at the time my friends
Lida Armentrout visited her par- William H. Allen, Director of the In- Proudly waves Old Glory,
White
and
red
and
blue
above,
ents in Greenwood Virginia.
I remember when I just had the op- are talking exams and when I go in
stitute for Public Service, J. S. PotoWrit
with
freedom's
story,
Bertha Pence was the guest t)f her SSyj Of the Amalgamated "Clothing
portunity of .knowing ,ypu. I came in- to se etehm I am greeted with a
Sing of .truth and love.
parents at Parnassus, Virginia.
to class, and sat in the same row with shrinking silence and unresponsive
Workers, Jessie W. Hugan, Harry W.
Clara Payne went to her home in Laidler, H. S. Raushenbush, Louis Master, Alma Mater
you. First I like your smile, and next looks. I know they don't want me to
Though afar we bless thee still;
Covington, Va.
I liked the things you said (of course talk, but, Aunt Abigail, I just ain't
Waldman, Percy R. Williams and And may love forever
Eugenia Beazley spent the weekend others.
—between classes!). Then after that, made that way. I don't know what to
Smile on Blue Stone Hill.
at her home at Beaver Dam.
I liked the way you said them! But do with myself. Now you tell me what
The camp where the Conference is
From now on, my dear roommate,
Martha Wilson was the guest of her being held is situated in the Blue
most of all, I just like you. I'd like to to do, Auntie, that's what you're paid
his is MY ALMA MATER, too, and know^you ^
for.
parents in Monterey.
Mountains of Pennsylvania and ample this is my song!
Chatteringly
Virginia Hamilton went home to
I'm
sitting
here
raving
on,
with
my
opportunity is provided between ses-.
Elizabeth Dixon
West Augusta.
personal
expressions
of
you—but
I
sions, for bathing, swimming, tennis, (Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
Ruth Short visited in Lynchburg.
know that everyone if thy had the My dear Elizabeth:
handball, hiking, etc. Among the subI look at you from over my spectaslon of love and esteem for so splen- r.ame chance to write this tonight as
jects that will be discussed during the
cles—I
raise my eyebrows indigantly
did a friend and inspiration.
I have—would put a hugh 0. K. in
FACULTY WOMAN'S
week end are:
Helen expressed the sincere thouhgt relation to your fineness and sweet- and then,I think of that dear little
Changing Forms of Municipal of the entire student body in saying ness.
CLUB HAS TEA
smileing face and my wrinkled old
Graft
brow amooths out. I sympathize with
that it is with regret that the faculty
Crime and the City Government and student body see Miss Rath leave
The Faculty Woman!s Club was enyou but don't you mind those girls.
Public Ownership of Transit and here; not to return for another year. LANIERS CONTINUE
tertained at a tea Tuesday, May 28,
They are Tery impolite. I am sure that
Electricity
1929 at the Practice House.
This
anything you might say would prove
The best wishes and sincere appreciaSTUDY
OF
DRAMA
The War Against the Slums
took place of the monthly meeting of
of value to them and if they don't
tion of her work here go with her.
Race and Labor Proctection
the club. The hostesses were Mrs. RoPerhaps the most outstanding part
Following the plan outlined at the listen it's their hard luck.
Programs for Education, Decrea- and one of the points of greatest in- beginning of the spring quarter, the
bertson, Misses Mary Waples, Rosa
If you want to talk and they look
iton, Taxation
->.
Veal, Bertha Wittlinger, Elizabeth
terest in the program was the award- Lanier Literary Society had "Drama" askance at your advances, just reNon-Partisan or Partisan Elect ing of the loving cup presented by the for the topic at the regular Friday tire and address your remarks to the
Wagner and Veda Whitesel.
ions?
nearest inaminate objects. Youn can
Athletic Association for the highest meeting.
VAGRANT
Special rates of $2.5$l a day have number of points gained in all athAfter business had been transacted, readily see that in such case no reI but warm my hands at your fires— been secured for students. All inter- lete participation this year in each the following program was given:
taliation would be posisble. I know
Tomarrow I shall be gone;
ested should write to Dr.. Haf ry W. sport. This cup was awarded to the Drama, Present and Future.
you are too stable-minded to belive
My heart is just a vagrant thing—
Laidler, League for Industral Dem- Senior class.
Margaret Simmons that a portrait' might hurt a missile
>
And yet—and yet—
ocrary, 70 Fifth Avenue, New Yorkl In the arrangement of points, the Different Types of Drama
at your head. I assure you that this
I.-hava truly loved you.
City, for further information.
' Freshman came second.
Eva Holland
(Continued to Page 6, Column 5)
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under it for four long years. Others ed, one that will have its athletics, its were of a very serious nature, pre- simply becaur-3 these qualities are the
f'sem to be content to group together rocial lights in the making, its "good, school stories and girls mostly. . . . mo:t obvious, the most general and
with a few classmates and have as fellows" who may hold class-offices la-. He told me once that his only reason characteristic features of the fratergood a time as they can.
•
ter, and finally one or two of the more for coming to college was to make a nity system as I have seen it in opMuch has been said of the recent
But this haphazard organization of serious sort. Of course it never works fraternity,
eration.
and amazing rush of young men to the non-fraternity body is at best a out that way. The athlete will lean to-1 He pledged one that was wellIs there a remedy for the embarristhe colleges. They're all going—the social make-shift and should give con- wards the house which has an athle- known (after rushing season was sing position a college would find ityoung hopefuls of every butcher'and «iderable pause to the powers4hat-be tic atmosphere, that may have taken over) for its drunkards and "round- self in if it just bothered to look
baker and candlestick maker. But lit- in a ^college. Perhaps a large Campus the form during ruhsing season of ers." And for a fraternity to be known around? Well, to my mind, the only
tle hsa been said of the fraternities Hou-e with a Commons and lounge- mild horse-play (when the rushees as such upon a campus that iij, notori- possible defense a college can develop
which are for rrtany their only reason rooms such as there is at t)artmouth weren't looking). The social light will ous for its liquor propensities any- to offset the encroaching power of the
for going at all. Dad pays the big bills would be one solution. This is not gravitate towards the smooth, well- way, is certainly the very highest of fraternity system is to insist upon a
and wonders what these mysterious meant as a fable in eugencis with a paddd milieu. And so on down the alcoholic honors. I saw very little of good and a continuously good schol"assessments" are that Son has plead- moral at the end of it, Aesop-wise, scale.
Mac thereafter. He was always "at astic record as a necessary requireed as reason enough?- for a raise in his but to think that more than half of
Thus the tendency is for fellows of the house." I heard that he drank a ment'for membership in a fraternity.
allowance. Dad goes down to look an undergraduate body of college men the same type to band together, a ten- great deal and was giving numerous I am quite aware that there are some
over the new "house" that Son has must go to cheap dance-halls and beer- dency so inevitable and chronic that town "bags" a big rush, I would meet colleges where there is such a rule,
been "pledged" to. He finds him sur- joints to hive their little fun. It does the atmosphere of every fraternity him occasionally on campus. As the and it is strickly enforced. But these
rounded with a bevy of polite and cor- :-3em like a serious question. It isn't house on a campus can usually be de- months went by I noticed a gradual are usually those colleges which have
rect young men. Dad thinks Son looks that such places are beneath the no- fined in a single blanket-word, such change in his features. They became that wise and intelligently regulated
rather peaked as though he needed a tice of fraternity men. Lord no! They <u»; smooth, rounders, athletics, wet- somehow coarsened. He had grown system of rushing men in their sopholittle more sleep. So on and so on. But They practically support most of ties, etc. This doesn't include by any
Tha winter a crowd of us were in a more or junior year, after they have
Dad can never know about fraternities them. But they have the opportunity means each individual member of a
had the space of a year or two in
heavy-eyed and florid-faced,
by visiting one, for the brothers un- at least for a slightly more refined" certain house. The words are simply
which
to acquire some sort of peri e:.taurant getting a little something
consciencously drop into their rush-'social Hf ethat non-fraternity meni collective expressions of each fraterspective
and to get to know their class
to eat after a dance. A few tables
ing season habits and Dad is some- mjss entirely,
nity's most obvious feature. And what down from us sat Mac with two fra- mates. But here again am I concerned
what flattered by the earnest attenIII
I want to emphasize is the strength a trenity brothers who were plying him with majorities. It is quite true that
tion he gets from these fine young
I made reference above to the polit- fraternity has for impressing this col- with liquor. There was a heavy sneer in the re3t of our colleges and univermen. ....
ical machine of the fraternities. This lective atmosphere upon all of its about his face, his eyes had sunk to sities there is a scholastic rule of the
This is a critical inquiry into the intricate system controls practically pledges. The typical (I won't say to mere slits, and his face was actual- same sort, but it is usually rather
whole idea of the fraternity system every important campus office; class "ideal") fraternity man is a compo- ly beet-colored. He was shooting off harmless, ha_.sall its teeth removed,
as it is. It may be asked how I can elections, chairmanships of various site reflection of his house.
his mouth at a great rate and the and is so pitifully inadequate that
write with any experience upon this committees and so on. Politics, next
As to the reaction of the pledge brothers seemed to be getting huge there might as well be no rule at all.
subpect, for if I am a fraternity man, to poker, is probably the favorite in- himself to the rushing. It is rather enjoyment out of his loud babble. I And so, fraternities have come to the
I will be thought a poor one (by fra- door sport among fraternity men. pleasant and also very bewildering to hardly recognized him. It wasn't the stage where they can do just about
trenity men), and if I am not, how Combines, the spoils system, corrup- a freshman to be dropped into an en- face of the fellow I knew in Septem- as they please, and if their present
can I know anything about them- tion—everything just like its big bro- tirely new enviornment, and then to ber. But not until I saw him during rate of doing keeps up, it won't be
Well, I am in a strange position, for- ther, nationla politics. I remember one have attention showered upon him by a dance at his house this spring did very long before the eminent Mr.
tunate or otherwise. I have had the incident conected with the workings droves of serious-faced young men the change in Mac striks me so vivid- Webster, will be defining college as
. opportunity to watch the inside work- of this political system that made me who seem to spring up miraculously ly.
"the place for young men who wish
. % " '
ings of a typical fraternity in a large wonder what college was all about at his very feet, hand extended, arm
to
mak a fraternity."
The orchestra had fuddled into one
Eastern college for two months, the anyway.
From The New Student
half-crooked elbow high in the ap- of the favorite songs of the fraterniThe big social event of the year was proved college manner A freshman ty. The brothers had assembled magperiod that elapsed from the time I
took a button, symbolical of my be- a three-day "brawl," immediately fol- has to depend upon superficial im- er of the felliy in front and were todNEED PRINTING?
ing pledged, to the tim e Iturned the lowing mid-year exams at the end of pressions, snap judgements to guide chain-gang style, hand in the should-'
button in, thus breaking off my rela- January. The handling of the expenses his choice of house. Even these are ically from nowhere, had formed
Programs, Tickets, Menus,
tions with the fraternity. I was inti- of this affair was entrusted to the misleading, for nowhere is there a dling uncertainly about the floor, all
Folders, Circulars, Bymately conected with another house chairman of a committee, "elected" more artificial, unnatural atmosphere the while bawling out the inane words
Laws, Booklets, Briefs
for the rest of my one year there. And by the class, or more exactly, railroad- oi' restraint than in a fraternity of their drinking-song. And there was
Everything
from Card to
so, I am in a rather strategic position. ed through by means of a clever com- house during the rushing season. A Mac, in his very element now, reeling
Catalog
bine. The chairman was a fraternity delibertaely affected atmosphere that
II
about with the rest of the brothers,
GARRISON
PRESS
Fraternities have a very definite man, of course.
i:. designed to be interpreted by each : and yelling at the top of his lungs. I THE
Towards the end of the term some unsuspecting freshman as a direct
Well'; that hed been his ambition—'
effect upon the student body. This colE. Elizabeth St.
lege I attended during my freshman weeks later a member of Student tribute to the awe-inspiring solem- to make a fraternity. And what, in
Harrisonburg
Virginia
year has an enrollment of aproximate- Council (one of the non-fraternity nity of his august presence. And un- turn had the fraternity made of him?
men)
noticed
that
this
chairman
had
r'.er these circumstances he s expected
ly 1,000 students. Of this number
VI
about half are fraternity men. And neglected to submit a detailed WF to make his choice of a fraternity.
You may say thatthis is an extreme
bet,ween these two factions, the fra- count of the expenses, as is the cusRight here is where mtfny a fres case. No. Say rather that Mac's is an
Clean rooms for the friends
ternity men on the one side and the tom. He brought it to the notice of goes wrong. If there were only some extreme type of fraternity. I didn't
of College girls at
Council.
After
much
delay,
the
absentnon-frntprnity men on the othr, there
way of impressing upon him the grave tell this story nf hia with the object
minded
chairman
was
ordered
to
apis a sharp distinction, never explicit,
importance of the choice he is mak- of exposing the details of how the colBLUEBIRD TEA ROOM
but always there. Through self defen- pear before them and to submit his ing: the selection of what is to be his lege boys ride on the rosy road to
Good
course meals—with
se the one side has learned to disdain, itemized account. He did so, and had home for the next four years, and of f ruin. Nothing of the sort. Mac is still
plenty
of hot biscuit!
the consummate nerve to hand in one
or at least to disregard the other.
the sort of men he will have to live a man—after his own fashion. I told
is this distinction more apparent than that showed a $200 deficit! This was with for ^a varying number of years.' it to emphasize the point I want to
In no single aspect of college life too brazen a slip for Council to smooth But no. He is so afraid the bids may'make: tha a fraternity has the subtle
in the social. A fraternity man eats, over. And so, after a still longer de- be recalled that he immediately jumps power of impressing upon its new
sleeps, and lives in a congenial, and lay (one that permitted the chairman to accept what seems to him the like- men the implied necessity of conformoutwardly harmonious environment. to finish out his season as pitcher on liest one. And we have seen above ing with numerous unwritten laws, TRVCJUP PfiRCELP0ST5ERV!CE
A non-fraternity man may take his the varsity baseball team), he was how artificial th econditions that in- with a certain indefinable house-traPnam £74^fi6sHMAINSr.
meals at a eating club (there is no summoned before the Disciplinary fluence this judgement must be.
dition. Fraternities may be quite unCommittee
of
Student
Council.
Here
Commons at this particular college
He should at least wait and see aware of this power of theirs. Very
HARRISONBURG,
under discussion). The dormitory ar- he was confronted with the actual whether he likes the fellows in the likely most fraternity men go through
rangements for him are merely ade- itemized bills of expenses that showed new delegation of the fraternity he is college with the idea never occuring
quate. He has nothing like the attrac- a total far below the one he had sub- favoring, for they are the ones he will [ to them. But that doesn't argue the
tive lounge-room that is a feature of mitted. Figures don't lie and he was have to be with all through his college I fact to be any less true.
every campus fraternity. As to his ex- forced to admit that he couldn't ac- years. This advice might seem to parFinger and Marcell Waving
Conformity is a law common to
tra-curricular life, practically every count for over a thousand dollars of allel the case of the church-going lady every fraternity, and they all agree
Permanent Waving
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R
campus activity is controlled by the the money he had received from his who said that if everybody would only upon conforming to one belief: the
classmates..
Not
until
then
did
the
political machine of the fraternities.
remain in their pews.as she did till non -necessity, of jstudy, In fact, f ra-.
And the outsider who breaks in is the college take action and dismiss him. most of the people had left, there ternities are so absorbed in weightier
IV
exceptional man. If he is too except"The Best in Drug Store Mer.
wouldn't be that awful crush at the matters such as poker, house-parties,
In
recent
years
American colleges
chandise and The Finest in
ional he will probably be taken into
doors. But there is little danger of a politics, date, bridge, week-end, and
Drug Store Service"
,
•a fraternity. They won't stand for have been deluged with a certain type freshman holding out on a fraternity so on, that they actually resent any
of
fellow
who
goes
there
simply
beREILLY DRUG CO
continual round of affairs that looms
bid. Too ljttle danger. Most of them faculty presumption upon their time.
Incorporated
so importantly upon the fraternity cause it is the thing to do. He usually choose in accordance with the mo- They think up numberless ways of
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
horizon. His group may have its oc- haa plenty of money, a high or a prep- tives that brought them to college, foiling all attempts to be taught. Syscasional dances, but even these can- school education and in immense and know even before they get there tematized cribbing is a quite popular
not escape the stigma of being "non- yearning for "college" life. He is the which one they want to go to. They way of preparing for unwelcome
fraternity" affairs. No girl, not even popular type of fraternity prospect throw themselves into fraternity life exams. And I know of one fraternity
Fletchers Pharmacy
the familiar college town product, and is rushed from the day college with neither reserve nor restraint. that bought the freshmen English
Try our Delicious Hot
likes to be seen at them. She feels in- opens.
Toasted Sandwiches
And if they have the innate intelli- mid-year examination from the pubA word about the system of rushstinctively that it might compromise
"Best in Town"
gence to hurdle a few bothersome lishers, to make sure that its pledges
ing. It \s practically the same everyher socially.
The glad to see you $tor»
exams they emerge, like buttons from would get through in one subject at
Thus, more than half of the stu- where. In a few colleges men are not a mold, typical fraternity men. They least. Fraternity men think nothing
dent body is effected by an unfair pledged until their sophomore year. absorb the allpervading collective at- of such procedures. They feel in some
caste-system. Perhaps this is not so In fewer still, their junior. But these mosphere of their house. They subor- mysterious way that the college "detrue of a large university in the city are the notable exceptions. The gen- dinate their own personality to it in serves" it.
where the social life is more decen- eral custom is to rush members of the order to resemble as nearly as posVII
tralized. Bpt it is certainly true of the incoming freshmen class and to sible that ideal paragon, the fraterniPerhaps,
in
emphasizing
the type of
smaller "fraternity" college where pledge them within two weeks after ty man. I have in mind an example of fraternity man, I have neglected some
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
one-half of the student body is made the opening of college.
just such an absorption, and will what the individual. There are always
Hot buttered toasted
The inadequacy of such a system sketch the brief Odyssey of a Ulysses exceptional men in a few exceptional
to feel, in a thousand subtle mays,
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
the social superiority of the other is quite obvious. The fraternities whom we shall call Mac.
fraternities on a campus that I do
Delicious Coffee
half. Some of the un-elect simply dis- themselves are under a handicap. The
V
not mean to include in the category
The best Home Made Candiei
dain it. 'She few .perhaps, who are in brothers must spend many long and
with the lowest price
Mac roomed beside me in one of the of the type I've been speaking about.
college with the quaint, obsolete mo- frantic hours mulling over and over freshman dormitories. We struck up If, in speaking of fraternities as a
College girla this is your flrrt
■top and first up to date store
tive of getting an education. Many i the new prospects. They try to select a casual acquaintance and had a great class, I have seemed to dwell upon
down town.
more must silently resent it and chafe a delegation that will be wellbalanc- many talks together. None of them their more unlovely qualities, it is

INSIDE THE
FRATERNITY

THOMPSON'S
BEAUTY SHOPPE

: GEORGE'S :

Candy Kitchen
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thing from almanacs to mail-order
catalogues. The Journal became one of
EXCHANGES,
OR
her cherished possessions, and in it
BOOKS REVIEWED
read of the new State Normal
WHAT HAVE YOU? she
School being built at Harrisonburg,
AND CRITICIZED
Dorothy Frey—Editor
Va.; which would be opened for students in September, 1909. She deRows of sweetly smiling babies in sired an education above all other
Harness. By A. Hamilton Gibbs, Bos- lovely little frilled caps art-ay the bul- things. And her mother was the only
ton Little, Brown, and Co., 1929
liten board at Newcomb College. Well, one who had faith in a future realiA. Hamilton Gibbs has written yes, it is. a beauty contest, in a way, zation of this child's dreams and
another admirable novel. He expresbut it happens to be a gallary of New- hopes, for it was fixed in her mother's
ses some of the same views that were comb's seniors as they were a few heart that somehow this child of hers
emboided in "Labels," but in "Har- short years ago. The point of the con- had been sent into the world to do a
ness" uses them in building one
test is to see who can recognize the definite work for the advancement of
strong character.
largest number of seniors from these His kingdom and that she must get
Michael Gordon went through "the
portraits of sweet peace and innon- the preparation through books- so as
^how." He returned to a new post war
to be equipped to serve Him. And so,
cence.
England to which he must adjust
This is an annual event at this col- driven by an unconquerable will and
himself. He had a sound mind, and a lege: is sponsored by the Y. W., and an indomitable ambition, and encourphilosophy of life that though out if- a surce of much mirth for all.
aged by her mother and inspired by
things. Needing a mate to get in the
the imagination and spirit of her
harness with him and so pull the steep
A $3,000 prize has been offered by pioneer ancestors, the girl applied to
road of life, he married Pat, and gave College Humor and Doubleday" Doran Dr. Burruss for admission into his
her a love and devotion that was utfor the best novel of college life writ- school. Her mother believed that for
terely un-selfish.
■>
ten by the college generation. A pleas- the true believer nothing happens by
Pat too had seen the war-and enant way to spend the summer vaca- chance—that all is ordered and detered with Michael into the blissful
tion planning ways to spend the signed by Providence; and so, when
happiness of a honeymoon in their
Dr. Burruss accepted her child's ap$3,000.
N '
cottage at Little Turnover. When
plication, she believed that the incieach felt the need of work as a ballast
We really think men, college stu- dent of the teacher's being delayed
in their lives, Michael turned to writdents have :a little cause to become by the snow-storm and of the forgoting.
slightly ruffled and hot under the ten educatinal Journal was one of the
"There were certain things which
collar over a statment made a short things in life which could be interprehe very much desired to say about
And she
while ago by the dean of the home ted only as a Divine act.
war: that, for instance, glory was
felt
that
in
Dr.
Burruss
her
girl had
economics department of Syracuse
immortal; that most brigadier generbeen
given
a
friend
by
the
guiding
University. She made the bright sugals woujd have been better employed
hand
of
Providence;
that
for
such a
gestion that since so many ways of
as secretaries of golf clubs; that mofriend,
for
the
sake
of
the
interest
he
earning money were being taught men
rale was a form of elephanties,—;
years
that
followed
proved
that
the
college students it would be only fair
that court martials were all too untook in her, her child could do anyto teach co-eds how to spend it.
questionally martial but by no means
thing. The m«ther was right^-the
courts."
"Hamlet" will be the Shakespear- school president was everything to
And when Pat began her career on
ean play presented this year by, the her, that he had done everything for
the stage, Mchael was proud of her,
University Players of Richmond. This "Blue-Stone Hill's First Daughter."
anxious for her success.
presentation of Shakespearen Plays
"I ought to have known that I
Service is life's greatest privilege,
is an anual custom.
should never see you camped on your
and during those first two years our
hunkers. You're too healthy. Seems
"Schools," says George Bernard teachcers at "The Normal School"
to me that nine tenths of the divorces
Shaw, "act as prisons in which the im- labored under the disadvantages of
one sees in the papers are caused by
mature are kept from worrying the many inconveniences, which proved
the woman's being so bone idle that
mature." A contribution of the Daily no drawback to the devotion and hard
she gets into trouble rather than be
Californian take excentiop to this ism. work of the faculty. They were often
bored to death.
"Schools act as prisons in which sel- upon their knees, asking for Divine
And so they began their careers,
ected members.-of the mature are kept guidance, and a bond of fellowship
and Pat's_was the quickest, Success.
toXworry the' immatureV*Tie declares. was developed through their work toBtrTMichaeiVwas the strong, steadgether which has been the greatest
fast character that~gramours could
factor in the growth of our school.
not change. He was full master of LEES HAVE FINAL
During those two years there was
* •
ir>
1....1 -i.M,, olurQVC for
nimseii,
aim] j". ««•"
-••■"*- —
always some new experience, always
other people. As a husband to Pat he
something enteresting going on to
thought always in terms of her char, Page 5, Column 3
ef-lap-r--o
.make the time spent there two of the
acter,—as a father he hoped to win
The Lee Literary Society had a fi- banner years of one's life. They were
his son's respect and confidence,—and nal "get together" Saturday, June years full of instruction, joy, and inas a brother-inlaw to Sylvia, he gave 1, 1929 at Bacon Hollow. A group of spiration—the second of which was
her all that she found of good in a about thirty five were seen going over full of the beginning of new things
post-war, jazz-mad life.
the hill at 5:30 carrying many pro- and the strengthening of the old. The
Pats carrer as a leading-lady visionss for a good "feed." Each mem- first graduating class was a wonderbrought Michael in contact with total- ber of the group laid dull cares aside ful class, and to those of us who were
ly foreign substances. The most an- and picked up her hat of jollity to privileged to be present the memory
noying of which was Clarence Oberly, enjoy the good tim ie nstore.
Dr. of it will be precious while life lasts.
the matinee idol.
Weems and Dr. Wayland, honorary In fact, those two years were the
"Moods, however are transient members, were there and added much foundation on which the whole fabthings; and the stage is like a quick- to the fun by their jokes and stories. ric of our life-activities have been
sand."
Those present were Ruth Sisson, built. And this hill-top was our mount
"Even Oberly had once had the Margaret Kelley, Edna Brown, Juan- of vision, where some of the deepest
making of a man in him. But the con- ita Beery, Emma Clemens, Mary visions of the meaning of life came to
stant assumption of heroic roles, the Brown Allgood, Marianna Duke, Edna us. Loyal human pillars upheld the
immediate and disproportionate ap- Vivian McDonald, Anna Lyons Sul- endeavors of the student-body, and
plaus, the awful fact of having a pub- Jivan, Emma Elmore, Annabel Miller, memories of them and evidences of
lic had engulfed the manhood of many Elsie Quisenberry, Audrey Hines, their abiding friendship have gloria better man than he."
Mary Dunn, Elizabeth Knight, Fran- fied the years that have passed since
But this "Clarry" held a glamour ces Rolaston, Lucy Malone, Kitty we left these hallowed walls.
for Pat, that lacked in the the eyes of Bowen, Lena Bones, Virginia Elburg,
Three of our teachers of those first
the more far-sighted Sylvia and Mich- Patty Fitzhugh, Frances Rand, Edna
years have been "called higher" .to
ael. Michael understood, j
Julia that fuller, more abundant life. They
Campbell, Charlotte Hackel, «««.
"The truth is, he thought, "She's Dukfij EveJyn Timberlakei Anne Proc
did not keep their Christianity for the
two women, Pat and an actress;—To1 tor, Dorothy Clark, Dot Frey, Anna
church and home, but carried it into
play the stern husband arid smash Mendal, Louise Land, Linda Malone.
their citizenship and all of life's actPat wold be to smash Pat.
ivities. We, to whom their memory
The two are interdependent."
(Continued from Page 1, Column t.) is precious beyond measure, cannot
A. Hamilton Gibbs has given us a with the spirit of youth and the joy
picture them as resting from their losplendid man in Machael, a yery hu- of living beating strong in her veins
bors, but rather as pressing onward
man in Pat, and a slightly tragic and and a heart eager for adventure, was
and forward in the greater field to
appleaing girl in Sylvia. He has given radiantly happy that day as she sat
which they have been called, thrilled
us a novel written in the same easy, with the other girls thinking of the
to yield service as well as worship to
charming style embodying the thought fulfillment of her dream—a dream
Him—and this assurance makes heaand characters, that so appealed to too beautiful to be true. Her thoughts
ven and Christ more real to us.
us in "Soundings" and "Labels."
went back to that winter night when
Th founding of the Y.W.C.A. in
a teacher, on her way to a State Eduour
school is a cherished memory for
(Continued from Page 1, Column i) cational Convention, had been caught
all
time.
Our aim was set high as we
too prone to bring out the unusual in a snow-storm and found her way
banded
together
in a small group at
things in their behavior and to mag- to her isolated farm-house. Upon her
twilight—the
benediction
hour—in the
departure the next day she forgot
nify their oddities.
"chapel" in "Science Hall' to ask that
her
"Journal."
The
child's
parents
In conclusion, the speaker told his
Christ's last prayer "that all may be
audience to regulate its work, rest, were poor, and there was not much
one"
should be the daily supplication
and rcreation, and above all to "Stay reading matter in their home, and be(Continued to Page 6, Column 1)
ing eager to learn—she read everyNormal.'
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Hinkle's
Shoe Shop
THE HOME OF GOOD SHOE
REPAIRING
Ladies Half soles applied without nails
Work called for and delivered.
Phone 443R
75 West Market

MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday May 12th
Remember your mother on that
day. We have hundreds of
beautiful cards from which you
can selcet. Come in early.

Valley Book Shop

JL.

The"?" Is—
We know the "?" is the plane that
broke records for heavier-than-air machines, of course—but there's another "?"
closer home.
This '">." is, What's what in Summer
Footwear, and we know you would like
to know. We will be glad to show you
the Unusually New Footwear Styles at
$4.95
$5#9S
$6<95
>*

S.BLATT'S
B. Ney & Sons
VICTOR RECORDS
65c

■

Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5

WEAR xMERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY
Every Pair of eur Hosiery Guaranteed Runnerproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Hess Studio

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Silk Undanraur

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg''* One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery Ac.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.S5

CANDYLAND

1.60
1.66

.•;

The Home when you are away from home
HOMEMADE CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
We have installed a new Brunswick Panatrope for better
music with the latest records
We give the best of Quality, With the best of Service

'
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Page Six
(Continued from Page 5, Column 3.)
oi our faith and love. And as the year
.of 1909-10-wore on, we realized more
fully how indispensable God had made
fervent earnest persistent prayer a
condition of His purpose for our happiness and well-being.
There haev been times in my life
when all my eye could reach or my
reason fathom seemed deieat, de^
pair, disappointment and doubt; there
nave been times when I have been
iearfully depressed, with a feeling
inat my pare in tne game of life was
to be merely an on-looker and watch
the players go by; there have been
periods oi waiting, of long, solitary
months, when 1 was fillea with the
feeling tnat, after all, my life would
be in vain, and that tne end would
ui a lone./ uiiiihown grave on tne desert; and there have been moments
when I awaited with a feeling oi exhaustion the approaching crisis. And
tnen, like a message direct from God,
a letter or some gut would come from
■"•Uiue-atone Hill," which would quicken my laitn and strengthen my broken soul like a sacrament. Their words
would become a lountain of life, sprining up in my heart, and I knew that
my teacher-friends back here would
help me to start afresh on higher
ground, once more with a holy courage, facing life squarely.
I left this school with a debt of
gratitude which I can never repay,
and which I shall always remember.
I wish I could come and, with all the
passion and fervor that I possess,
speak from my heart of my love for
"Blue-Stone Hill' and what it has
meant and always will mean to me.
My words to you all are inadequate,
but my feelings of appreciation are
boundless. In closing, permit me to
present to you these book-ends ( I
wish I could be giving a substantial
endowment fund .instead) as a symbol of my' profound appreciation for
our great school. And I pray that He
may continue to bless you with that
prof-perky which springs from His
presence with you, and His power
upon you. Believe Me
Ever your faithful "first daughter"
Eleanor Beatrice Marable

A "STUDENT" PAPER

the passage of the proposed train
limit legislation would add $6,000,000
annually to the cost of railway transportation in that state alone. Upon
what ground can representatives of
the public favor legislation which
would inevitably and nevessarily increase what the public would have to
pay for transportation?
Contrary to the Facts
It is claimed that it is needed in
the interest of safety. This argument
is wholly contrary to the facts and
utterly fallacious.
The length of
trains has constantly' increased throu-1
out the last twenty years, and meantime the safety of railways operation
has constantly increased.

Some lively consequences have attended the revival of "cut day" at
Lake Forest College. On that day it
used to be the custom for everyone
to cut classes. When the old tradition
was reveved the faculty became indignant and expelled the student suspected of being the cheif conspirator.
They fired the campus bell ringer who
stayed home on "cut day," and then
gave their statement of the affair to
The Stentor, intimating that the student editor had better not comment
on the news.
So near his diploma, the editor did
as he was told. But the students, for
whom the paper is ostensibly published were not satisfied: "What was the BELIEVE FOUR YEARS
the matter with The Stentor?" "Why
IN COLLEGE WORTH
didn't it defent the students?" "Why,
WHILE
the fellow expelled was even a fraternity brother of his!"
By Virgil M. Pir.kley
The following wee a notice appearAt last a man has been found who
ed on the editorial page, which we rebelieves four years spent in collegia
print below:
are
worth while, even if the student
"In answer to the many student indoesn't
graduate with a Phi Beta
quiries as. to why The Stentor omitted
Kappa key. Lloyd Corrigan, a Beta
comment last week on the Bulow vs.
from the University of California and
The Faculty of Lake Forest College
a member of the Paramount scenario
case we haVe decided to explain the
situation in which we are placed to department, feels that the four years
of social contacts and rubbing shouldthose who cannot understand it because of its obviousness. The students ers with young men and women are
worth while.
have long suffered under the delusion
Listen to what he says about college
that The Stentor is their publication.
life:
Under the system of management in
"Many people think that uless a
effect it cannot be such. Because there
person
knows definately what he is
is all risk involved in the publishing
going
to
do when he enters a univerof The Stentor, and because, realizing
sity,
he
should
not come . I don't feel
that, the College provides the editor
that
way.
Any
student will pick up
with moderate remuneration for this
a
few
smatterings
of education and
thankless work, the editor is perforce
culture
on
account
of
enviornment. To
obliged to support administrative and
my
mind,
the
individual
who gets
faculty acts whether he approves or
everything
out
of
college,,
except
eduno. The most he can do is omit comcation,
is
far
better
equipped
for
life
ment. That we did. Another reason,
than
the
person
who
gets
nothing
but
simply expressed, we should like to
education.
I
don't
mean
to
belittle
be graduated. Several times this year
we have toasted the faculty. Mr. Bu- education, but I do mean to say that
low toasted them too much. Mr. Bu- education is not the only factor to
consider."
low is ex-'30.
'•'That, dear readers, explains why* —This man Corrigan has a personaliwe didn't come out last week with ty that is pleasing and makes him
glaring headlines and scathing dia- one of the easiest men in Hollywood
faculty. They hand out the diplomas. to interview. He makes you feel like
And until The Stentor becomes truly he is having a friendly chat and enthe students' own, editors will contin- joying it immensely.
CENTURY OF
The writer talked with Lloyd Corue to be tacitly throttled."
' RAILROADING Ueedless to say, the editor, Mr. rigan for about an hour while he was
Chester P. Holway, was suddenly re- on the seat where Clara Bow's "Red
Recently the hundredthe anniver- moved by the faculty. His diploma we Hair," a picture which he adapted
sary of an American railroad, one of understand, will be forthcoming.
from Elinor Gyln's story, was being
the first in the world, was celebrated.
The New Student filmed.
It brought to public attention the mirCorrigan says that every scenario
acles of progress and service accomwriter strives to produce an original
puished by our transportation sys- TRAIN LENGTH DOES
story. While this is the aim of every
temms in little more than a lifetime.
NOT GOVERN SAFETY writer, there are two other types of
stories. The first is adapting a story,
The first railroad operated over a
A bill that is pending in Minnesota oook or play for a picture and the
few miles of track, and to the people
of the time it seemed the ultimate would limit the length of trains to other tye po sfoory work is assisting
that inventive and mechcanical genius 2,640 feet, or abdSt 59 car3. Legisla- a novelist, or playwright.
Most writers know very little about
could provide. Slow and inefficient as tion to limit tranis to 50 cars has been
it was, it marked a new era of bus- proposed repeatedly in Kansas, and the technique envolved in writing for
iness and national life. For the first it is understood that another such the screen and their work has to be
time a form of land travel came into bill is to be introduced. In Colorado changed before it can be used. The
being that was an improvement over a bill has been introduced to limit successful writer of scenarios knows
the horse and wagon and the oxcart. trains on grades of less than 1 per camera angles, how to give the propIt was the beginning of end of isola- cent to 65 cars, and ongrades of 1 per erty department tips on the propertion for towns and whole gigantice cent or more to 55 cars, and to limit ties needed, and to convey to the dirterritories.
passenger trains to 15 cars, regard- ector the various type's of" action';
John Monk' Saunders, a very sucAn Imperishable Tribute to Ameri- less of grade.
Would Increase All Forms of Expense cessful short story writer, decided to
.can Vision.
The effect of this would be to in- write scenarios, but before he started,
The roaring transcontinential monsters of today are the great descen- crease almost every form of expense he spent months learning how picdants of the first train, and they are roads. They would have to acquire and tures were made, and how they should
an imperishable tribute to the spirit incurred in the conduct of theh rail- be written. His first two stories for
and vision of America.
operate more locomotves, enlarge the Paramount, under whose banner he
The thousands of miles of track roundhouses and shops in which lo- is writing,-, were "Wings," and "The
that cover the nation are the arter- comotives are cleaned and maintained, Legion of the Condemned." Saunders
ies of prosperity .and national solidity. run more trains, employ more men is a Sigma Chi from the University
The last century is a blazing page in and consume more fuel in the opera- of Washington.
the history of transportation and eco- tion of trains, provide more tracks
Unless a writer can produce origifor trains to run upon, maintain more nal stories his earnings are not very
nomic and social progress.
equipment and tracks, and use more high. Most of the friters in Holly(Continued from Page 2, Column 5.) materials in their maintenance, and wood tdoays are college graduates,
the professor. Lo, and behold, there so on.
who have made names as short story
was no exam!
A committee representing the rail- writers, authors of feature articles,
Moral: You Never Can Tell.
ways of Minnesota has estimated that or layrights.

B. Ney & Sons
Harrisonburg, Virginia
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While attending the University of
California, Corrigan took an active
part in Little Theatre work. Most of
his time wa3 spent as an actor, although h ewrote several short bits in
the form of one-act plays. Following
his gradation he entered motion picture work, and for a number of
months played with Raymond Griffith. While working on a picture he
injured his foot, so turned to writing
and since that time has been one of
the best consistent writers of stories
for the screen.
After a story has been written or
an adaptation made, the average picture takes from three to five weeks to
be filmed. The writer of the story
works with the director, an dif the
writer obtains a new idea, he writes
it into the story sometimes even while
the film is being made. After the picture is taken to the cutter, he works
about tw oweek sno it and then it
goes to the title writer. The title
writer h saone of the most difficult
pieces of work to do of any individual
working on a picture and his work
makes an interesting story
Lloyd Corrigan believes that the
student who intends to do any writing
should take all the English and Psychology he can get and engage in dramatics is possible, if for nothing more
than t oltarn the things possible on a
r-tage, and the fundamentals which
govern any play or picture. He believes that having experience, meeting
people and really living are as important as an actual knowledge of English. Corrigan sees life from the

stand point of a jound man, and his
success, are marked and labeled with
the brand and fire of youth.
(Continued from Page S, Column 5)
would be a safe procedure. (The former)
Just think how valuable such practice will be and how much it will mean
when you become
Oh well—what
ever you become.
Be a good little girl and don't talk
too much.
Really Lovingly
Yeur
Aunt Abigail
(Continued from Page 1, Column 5)
Do You Know My Garden
Coates
Sybil Shover
Gypsies
Ketterer
First Recital
Johnson
Kenneth Hooley
Springtime
Violle
Rebekah Bean
Call of Spring
Bilbro
Celia Ann Spiro
Wistful
Friml
Evelyn Hughes
Danse Fantastique
Lemont
Lavender Time
Hewitt
Daisy May Gilford
Salut a Pesth
Kowalski
Une Pensee Romantique Saint Juste
Jean Hawse
Valse Moderne
Stoughton
Lois Dundone
Tarantelle
Heller
Mildred Baugher and Miss Smith

S. T. C.
JEWELERY
Complete lines of Jewelery
and kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

IS YOUR FROCK
"Wall-Fldwer"
Proof?
If your frock caftie from
our store of course it's
"wall-flower" proof.
It is cleverly styled, too,
and doesn't cost half as
much as you would think.
Even Freshmen know
that!

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning A Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 2«BW Harrisonburg, V*.
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The Dean Studio

Each and
6Very

(Operating nearly half century)

PHOTOGRAPHS
for every need
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"Service with a Smile"

Diamonds

Now Showing
New Spring Dresses

$5.00

t0

Watebet

John W. Taliaferro
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS

$39.50

RALPH'S

Established 1879
3

Harrisonburg''« Oldest, Largest
and But Jewelry Store

All Coats and Dresses

B. Ney & Sons

REDUCED

Opposite the Post Office
On the Hill

'
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